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TR-NA1/TR-NA2 Dental Chair

Instructions For Use
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A. name: Dental Unit
B. capability and characteristic：

1.dental chair

1.1 bearing capacity of the chair≥135 ㎏；

1.2 maximal high of the seat rest: 810MM，minimal high of the seat rest:380MM。

1.3 angel of the backrest:-5~67℃。

1.4 motor / hydraulic driving；

1.5 aluminum base and back；

1.6 computer control ,with reset,LP,and 2 memory position;

2.delivery system

2.1 standard configuration of the system

2.1.1 down hung hand piece operating system,with 3 PCS standard 4 holes adapter；

2.1.2 with bottle water system;

2.1.3 heater system;

2.1.4 viewer;

2.1.5 2 PCS syringes

2.1.6 suction system

C.working scope:used in clinic,treating,surgery by the dentist

D.model of Production:TR-NA1/TR-NA2

E. construct of the unit:
The unit is made of dental chair and delivery system.

1. dental chair is made of driving system,control system,seat rest,backrest and headrest;

2. delivery system is made of cuspidor and the box,treating tray,hand piece,dental light,the arm of the

tray,the are of the light,hand piece control and suction system.

3. treating tray is made of syringe,viewer,hand piece tubing and adapter,valves and plastic covers;

4. dental light is made of switch,bulb,reflector,cover and frame;

5. foot control is made of valves,covers and tubing;

6. suction system is made of suction and saliva ejectors,tubing ,suction and saliva heads
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F.install and debugging:

1.The unit should be installed on the right position.please read the manual before installing.:

1.1 working temperature:5~40 degree;

1.2 relative humidity≤80％；

1.3 atmospheric pressure 86~106Kpa；

1.4 power: AC220V±10V，50Hz±1Hz，total power of unit:800VA

1.5 water pressure 200kPa~400 KPA；

1.6 air pressure 400kPa~800 KPA。

2.install of the unit

2.1 we suggest the unit would be arranged the following sketch:

1 dental chair

2 headrest

3 assistant tray

4 cuspidor and box

5 dental light

6 the arm of light

7 the arm of the tray

8 treating tray

9 hand piece foot control

9

1

2

3

4

5 6

7

8
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2.1.1 the layout of floor box

a.the dimension of floor box:25cm×25. cm

b.air input:1/2”，water input:1/2”;

c.power:AC220/110V,50Hz;

d. the altitude of air input,water input,drain tubing is 2.5-3cm。

2.2 install the chair

2.2.1 open the crate of the unit,loose the screws, move the wooden block,then move the unit to

the right position from the base.(see below)

固定螺丝

1
1
0
0

500

Water input (1/2” female)

2“drain tubing

Air input(1/2“female)

Power wire
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2.2.2 balance adjusting
In case of the treating tray is imbalance. First loose the set screws what is under the holding arm then
adjust the balance adjusting screw. At last screw down tightly the set screw.

2.2.3 dental light

Take the light and the arm from the package boxes,Install them with together,then install them

into the axis on the cuspidor box,then connect the adapter of the wire,tighten the screw for

light head(as below)

Screw for pegging

padding screw
level adjusting screw

Screw for light head
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2.2.4 floor box

a. open the cover of the floor box，install the 2 switch valves on the input of water and air（G1/2”）。

b. install the filter and the water input tubing。

c. install the air input tubing on the switch valve。

d. connect the power wire。
e. put the drain tubing into the bigger drain tubing installed in advance
f. install the cover of the floor box,then move the foot control of hand piece to the right position。

NOTE：Before install the switch valves,please turn on the switched of water

and air for about 10 minutes,let the dirty in the tubing drain out

2.3 adjustment

2.3.1 turn on the power,water and air,check if the unit has leak

2.3.2 adjust the air pressure of the bottle to 2 kg/c㎡

2.3.3 adjust the air pressure of high speed handpiece to 2. 5g/c㎡，low speed handpiece to3kg/c㎡。

(as below)

2.3.4 the limited position of dental chair was adjusted before leaving the factory,don’t need adjust

it again。
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G．The dimension of the unit:
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H．operating instruction
1. the operating instruction of dental chair

1.1operation instruction of touch patch

1.1.1 NO. 1 key is the switch of dental light.

Push this key ,the light is on,push this key again.

the light is off.

1.1.2 push NO. 2 key(memory 1 /2/3/4)the chair will move to the setting position automatically.

1.1.3 push NO. 4 key ,the chair is up.

1.1.4 push NO. 7 key ,the chair is down;

1.1.5 push NO. 6 key,the back is up;

1.1.6 push NO. 5 key,the back is down;

1.1.7 push NO. 8 key. the viewer is on. Push this key again. The viewer is off.

1.1.8 push NO. 9 key(LP key). the chair will be up to the limited position,when the back stop,

push this key again,the back will move the last position which you set.when the back is

moving ,if you push any key ,the back will stop.

1.1.9 push NO.10 key(reset key),the chair will move to the zero position automatically(the chair

NO. name mark

1
Switch for

dental light

2 SET key

3

Memory 1

Memory 2

Memory 3

Memory 4

4 Up key

5 Back down key

6 Backup key

7 Down key

8
Switch for

viewer

9 LP key

10 Reset key

11
Switch for

flushing

12
Switch for cup

water

3

2

3

4

1

10

3

6

3

12

7

11

5

8

9
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is lowest and the back is highest).

1.1.10 the switch for flushing

Push NO. 11 key(flushing key),then flush the cuspidor,push this key again,stop flushing.

1.1.11 the switch for cup water

Push NO. 12 key(cup water key),the cup is supplied water,push this key again when

supplying,then supplying water stop.

1.1.12 Setting the time of flushing and cup water

A. Setting the time of cup water

Push the NO.2 key (SET) for about 3 seconds， enter the setting state,you can hear the

buzzer dings,put a cup under the cup tubing,then push NO.12 key(cup water key）,when the

water arrive the high which you need,loose the key,push the number NO.2 key (SET).the

time for cup water is saved,the time for cup water can be set from 0 to 25 seconds.

B. Setting the time of flushing

Push the NO.2 key (SET) for about 3 seconds . enter the setting state,you can hear the

buzzer dings,then push the NO.11 key(flushing key) ,when hear the buzzer dings one

time,loose the key,the time is set to 30 minutes. when hear the buzzer hear dings 2

times,loose the key,the time is set to 60 minutes. when hear the buzzer dings 3 times,loose

the key,the time is set to no limited. when hear the buzzer dings 4 times,loose the time is set

to 12 seconds. when you choose the time,then push the NO.2 key (SET). the time of

flushing is saved.

note： when the unit is supplying water(flushing),if you think the time is too

long,you can push the cup water key( flush key),then it will stop.

1.2 automatism state

1.2.1 when you push the (memory 1/2/3/4 key) .The chair will move to the position of memory.

1.2.2 when the chair is moving,push any key,the chair will stop automatically.

1.2.3 setting the memory position

Move the chair to the position which you want,， then push the NO.2 key (SET) for about 3

seconds. enter the setting state. And push the key(memory 1) or key(memory 2) . the

buzzer dings 1 times. loose the key. And then the position will be saved .
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1.2.4 setting the limited position

a. push the NO.2 key (SET) fo r abou t 20 seconds .when the buzze r d ings , l oos e

the key, t hen en t e r the se t t i ng s t a t e .

b. first push the NO.4 key(up key). move the chair to the highest position(about 800cm from

the floor),then push NO.6 key (back up key ). move the back to the highest position,then

return a little.

c. push NO.6 key (SET). the buzzer dings Quick. then the double highest position are saved.

d. push NO.5 key( down key). move the chair to the lowest position,push NO.7 key (back

down key) . move the back to the lowest position,then return a little.

e. push NO.2 key (SET)again. the buzzer stops. then the double lowest positions are saved.

now finish setting.

F . when setting the limited position,you have to set the double highest position then the

double lowest position,and you have to set continuously,don’t insert any other

operations.
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2.operating instruction of treating tray

2.1 operation of treating tray

function

a. ON/OFF for air brake

this switch is always on for locking the flexible are,when you want to adjust the high of the

arm,push this switch,you can move the arm manually,then loose the switch,the arm will

stop on the position which you need..

b. gauge of air pressure for handpiece

show the air pressure for hanpiece when it is working.

c. adjust the cooling water of handpiece

one adjustment is for one handpiece,adjust it clockwise,the water decrease,adjust it

anti-clockwise,the water increase.

d. adjust the cooling air of handpiece

one adjustment is for all of the 3 hanpieces,adjust it clockwise,the air decrease,adjust it

anti-clockwise,the air increase.

e.adjustment for air pressure of handpiece

one adjustment is for one handpiece,adjust it clockwise,the pressure decrease,adjust it

ON/OFF for air brake Gauge of air pressure
for hand piece

Adjustment for air pressure of hand piece

Adjustment for cool
water of hand piece

Adjustment for cooling
air of hand pieceAir pressure control

for hand piece
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anti-clockwise,the pressure increase,if the air pressure of the compressor is stable,don’t

need always adjust it.
f. Air pressure control for handpeice

For every handpiece’s air pressure control. reduce air pressure or stop while turning toward
clockwise, enlarge it while turning anticlockwise. Needn’t adjust again when it is in the correct
situation, unless the pressure of the air source has change.

NOTE：the syringe and the handpiece have to be put on the right position.

2．2 the operation of handpiece foot control

3 .the operation of handpiece foot control

4-hole A 4-hole B 2-hole
a---switch of foot control
Keep stepping, air of handpiece connected.
b---cool water switch for handpiece
For 3 hand pieces, stop supplying cool water when stop off it.
c---switch of blower
Keep stepping this button, the hand piece blows which is holded.
d---switch of cup
Step this button, the cup supply water. (reference for 6.6)
e---switch of cuspidor
Step this button, flush the cuspidor. (reference for 6.6)
Note: The foot control is Splash baffle，the signal is IPX4.

2．3 the dental light is as the photo below:

a. the switch of dental light

when the switch is in the middle,the light is off,when the switch is beside,the light is on

strong grade or weak grade.

b. adjust the focus of the dental light.

a
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2．4 operation of cuspidor box

2.4.1. the way of add water of the bottle
As the photo above,open the cover first,turn off the switch for air of bottle,then screw off the
bottle for add the water,after add the water,screw on the bottle,turn on the switch for air of
bottle.

NOTE：Before screwing off the bottle,you have to turn off the switch for air of

bottle for avoiding the danger.

cuspidor

cover

bottle heater On/off for the air of bottle

Strong/weak suction
valve

Water exchange switch
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I．diagram
1.electronic diagram
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2 . Air/water diagram
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J．maintenance

1．If the unit has problem,,turn off the electronic power and the switches of water and air first,and ask

the technician tor repair..the electronic power and the switches of water and air have to be off

when it is off duty.

2．The motors shouldn’t be run high frequency.

3．flush the filter for the water

The filter has to be cleaned per month,remove the core of the filter ,clean it with ultrasonic

cleaner or flush it with scour.

4．Flush the suction and saliva ejector

After using the suction and saliva ejector each time,you should flush them with water for

avoiding the jam.if the saliva ejector is with filter,please remove the filter for flush after using.

5 .cuspidor

After using the unit each time,please flush the cuspidor ,before be off duty,please flush the

cuspidor too,flush the filter for avoiding jam.

6．Dental light

When you don’t work,don’t turn on the light for protecting the life of the bulb.

Don’t touch the reflector and the bulb with hand.if there is ash on them,please clean it with

syringe.

If the intensity of the light is weaker,remove the cover of the light,then clean the surface of the

reflector with the alcohol,it will be better..

7．Master on/off for air and water

When you don’t work,the master on/off should be off for protecting the tubing of the units.
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K.Troubleshooting Guide

Problem Reason Solution

The power of the hand piece is
diminished.

1. Hand piece Gasket is
leaking

1. Inspect hand piece gasket and
connection of hand piece to hand
piece tubing

2. The working air pressure
is inadequate

2. Adjust the air pressure using the
air pressure controls

3. The working air pressure
is inadequate.

3. Refer to hand piece manual and
review air pressure gauge to
ensure proper air pressure is
delivered to hand piece

Inadequate System Air Ensure compressor has
capacity for number of operator
in use

Leaking tubing or
connections in foot control

Check delivery head foot control

Working air pressure is not
stable.

1. The filter is jammed. 1. Clean the filter.

2. The inputting air tubing
is tangled or pinched

2. remove the delivery head
cover and inspect tubing for
pinching or kinking

3. The offering air pressure
is not stable.

3. Check the Compressor.

The bearings of the hand piece
are not very durable (breaks
easily).

1. Inadequate lubrication. Refer to the user’s manual of the
hand piece to correct the problem.
If necessary adjust hand piece air
pressures on delivery head.

2. Working air pressure is
too high.
3. The bur is bad.

4. Excessive cutting.

The handpiece does not spray
water.

1. The tubing of the hand
piece is jammed or pinched.

1. Inspect the tubing of the hand
piece inside the delivery head.

2. The air control valves
are malfunctioning.

2. Replace the air control valve.

3. The water coolant flow
is not adjusted properly.

3. Follow the installation guide
to ensure that the water coolant
flow is adjusted properly.
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The hand piece cannot control
the water flow amount.

The air control valve is
malfunctioning.

Replace the air control valve.

The Hand piece does not spray
water/air or insufficient spray.

1. The hand piece water
port is blocked.

1. Inspect and clean the hand
piece spout.

2. Water coolant flow is
incorrectly adjusted.

2. Adjust the water coolant flow
properly.

3. Pinched Water tubing Inspect tubing in floor box and
delivery head

4. Water flow control valve is
blocked

Contact a technician

Water is shut off to unit Ensure manual water valve in
floor box is open

The port of the handpiece
leaks.

The sealed washer is
malfunctioning.

Replace the washer.

The syringe cannot spray
water.

1. The water tubing is
blocked.

1. Clean the water tubing.

2. The water spray
adjustment valve is locked.

2.Unlock and loosen the
adjustment properly.

3. Water tubing is pinched 3. Inspect syringe tubing and
tubing in utility center

During the spraying of air,
there is unwanted water
present.

1. The filter has collected
moisture.

1. Clean the filter.

2. The syringe tip is set
incorrectly.

2. Remove and reinsert syringe
tip.

The hand piece is leaky when
it is off.

The position of the hanger’s
valve is incorrect.

The Hand piece flush has
been left in the “on” position

Adjust the position of the hanger’s
valve.

Turn the hand piece flush toggle to
“off”

The chair does not operate. 1. The chair power on/off
switch is off

1.Turn chair switch on

2. The chair is not plugged
in

2. Plug chair into electrical
receptacle

3. Blown fuse. 3. Check fuses

The light does not work. 1. The unit is turned off. 1. Turn on chair on/off switch
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2. The light bulb is
malfunctioning.

2. Replace the light bulb.

3. Blown fuse. 3. Replace the fuse.

The range of the chair’s
movement is too small.

The chair soft limits are
incorrectly programmed

Reprogram the chair soft limits.

Chair Headrest is not stable

Headrest shaft is not properly
inserted into support in
backrest

Remove and reinsert headrest
ensuring shaft slides into support

No water to cuspidor or cup fill
Unit Master on/off is off 1. Turn on Master on/off switch

Pinched tubing

Timer settings set to 0

2. Inspect tubing in utility center
3. Reprogram time / volume
settings for cuspidor and cup fill

L.Additional Maintenance Notes:

A) Electronic wires must be standard and grounded.

B) Inputting air pressure must be 5.5 to 8 kg/cm2. Inputting water pressure must be 2 to 4 kg/cm2.

C) The instruments to be placed on the treating tray cannot be too heavy.

D) The air pressure of the unit is set by the manufacturer. Do not attempt to adjust the air pressure.

Allow for professional adjustment if necessary.

E) The preset stationary position of the dental chair is locked once installed. Do not adjust and

allow for professional adjustment.


